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What is the
MENTORme
project?

An Erasmus+ KA2 project in the Sector of
Higher Education
It aims to bring HE institutions and society
closer through strong mentoring relationships
It is targeted at HE students, academics and
vulnerable groups of society
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It introduces the MENTORme project to the public

What is the
MENTORme
Handbook?

It includes the procedure and the guidelines to set up the
MENTORme Societies to Universities
It presents the criteria on how to become a
Mentor/Mentee/Supervisor and their role

It describes the functionalities of the MENTORme Portal, Mobile
App and MENTORme Platform

It explains the validation method to become a Mentor

Aims and objectives of the
MENTORme Programme

To make the MENTORme
project highly known
among universities

To make society more
inclusive, especially to
vulnerable groups
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To equip HE students
with useful skills such
as active participation,
critical thinking, respect

The MENTORme
Societies
08
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The MENTORme Societies can be set up based on synergies that are created
between the academics and students of HEIs and are maintained even after the
completion of the project. Their aim is to break down academic boundaries and
bridge distance with the communities to benefit people.

How to set
up the
MENTORme
Societies

The different stages to set them up

Presentation of the Programme to the prospective mentors and supervisors by
explaining the aims, objectives, social impact, personal and professional

advantages that their participation can offer. The accreditation is presented as a
motivation, especially for students, and its procedure is explained in detail.

Provision of more detailed information to the interested students (mentors) and

academics (supervisors), and assistance for the creation of profiles on the
dedicated platform.

Follow up of the didactic guidelines by the supervisors on which the training
methodology is based, in order for a student to become a mentor. Then,

the

development of specific competences is followed by students. The same competences
are then offered to the mentees.
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The different stages to set them up

How to set
up the
MENTORme
Societies

Navigation through the MENTORme Mobil App and contact potential mentees for
the organisation of classes.

Organisation of pilot-testing sessions with the aim to check the project's results
and collect feedback for the sake of the results' improvement.

Completion of any corrections and improvements that need to be done based

on the feedback provided in previous steps and the improved version will be
ready for implementation.

The MENTORme Societies will continue to operate even after the completion of
the project and synergies between HE academics, students as well as
stakeholders will play a significant role in its maintenance.

The criteria to
become a Mentor/
Supervisor/ Mentee
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How to become a Mentor
Obtaining
the
competencies
and
skills
necessary
to teach in the program (communication, organization, leadership)

Having knowledge of this issue (feel comfortable)

Acquiring motivation to participate

Sharing experiences with mentees
12

How to become a Supervisor
Following the program’s training methodology

Having experience in training provide (content, teaching strategies,
evaluation)

Helping to the potential of mentors' development
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How to become a Mentee
Having interest to learn

Participating in social programs

Having active participation in the program

Belonging to the group of people with fewer opportunities
09
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The role of
Mentors/
Supervisors/
Mentees
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The role of a
Mentor
To change from a university student to a mentor who

is able to provide courses and guidance to people in
need.

To have expertise, knowledge or interest in a specific
field and to be able to transmit it to other people.

To be motivated enough to follow the training and
become a good mentor.

To be responsible and organized to provide the
mentoring needed to the people interested.
To

develop

engaging

and

interesting

adaptable to the mentees concerned.

classes

To be adaptable to change and promote active
citizenship for all people no matter colour, nationality,
age or economic status.
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The role of a
Supervisor
To provide mentors with the right and necessary

To follow and check the quality of the relationship

programme.

necessary.

guidance

as

well

as

information

about

the

To train the students in becoming adequate mentors
for this task.

To assist students with doubts, questions or concerns

between the mentor and the mentee and interfere, if

To suggest ways of improvement in terms of the
mentor's behaviour and actions as well as innovative
ways of teaching.

they may have.
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The role of a
Mentee
To be willing to learn and self-improve with the aim to
be more easily included into the society.

To be organised, flexible and responsible enough to
follow their classes.

To help HE students adapt to new environment and
challenges

differences.
To

and

establish

understand

great

and

mentoring

friendships, with their mentors.

respect

social

relations,

even

To be open to feedback and suggestions even from
someone younger than them.
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The issue of GDPR
(privacy, rights,
ethics)
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The issue of GDPR
The European Data Protection Regulation is applicable as of May 25th, 2018 in all EU member states to harmonize data privacy laws across Europe.

Issues related to the target audience
Who is a Vulnerable person
according to GDPR?

Issues related to the use of technology

Why is identifying a
Applying GDPR to new
Additionally …
Allow individuals to request
Vulnerable person
platforms, apps and services:
access information that
important?
relates to them
The elderly
Ensuring Data Security
May not be able to give
Allow individuals to request
Asylum Seekers
Is personal data collected?
consent
deletion of such information
Ethnic Minorities
Is personal data identifiable?
May suffer adverse
People with Disabilities
How is personal data stored?
consequences if personal
CONSENT:
People with Mental Disorders
Who has access to this
data is made public
Automate the consent form
Minors
data?
process
Pregnant Women
How is this data processed?
What needs to be done:
Ensure to request explicit
The sick and patients
When is this data destroyed?
consent from individuals for
Complete Risk Analysis
personal data collection
Define how information will be
20
provided (be transparent)
Ask for consent

The MENTORme
Portal and Mobile
App
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The MENTORme Portal Functionality
The MENTORme portal:
• Hosts a static website for MENTORme project
• Provides facilities for eLearning and for Gamification
• Provides a Discussion Tool for the mentors
• Provides a Mapping Tool for the offers and needs
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The MENTORme
Mobile App
Functionality
The MENTORme Mobile App:
Enables Mentors to create and publish
events (offers) for interested PWFOs
Enables representatives of PWFO
groups & organizations to list their
needs
Allows direct and Indirect promotion of
MENTORme project to the general
public
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The MENTORme Platform:
structure, functionalities,
access levels, Help Desk
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The MENTORme interactive Platform - structure
Project Home Page
e-Learning

e-Library

e-Community

e-Mapping Tool

Login/Sign up/
Profile creation

Tools & Resources

Exchange of good practices, ideas,
material, guidance, support etc.

Similar initiatives
supporting PWFOs

Register to a course
Take a course

e-Assessment
Take
quiz/test/assessment

Discuss and post in
Course Forum
Receive reward/badge

Receive feedback
from supervisor
Become a certified
Mentor
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The MENTORme interactive Platform - functionalities
E-Learning

Login Page:
Login as a
Mentor
Supervisor
Administrator
Ability to login with social media
extension
Ability to save credentials
Password Recovery option
Create a profile
Course:
Take a course
Receive Feedback from supervisor
Discuss / Post in a Forum
An indication on how much content the
user has covered
Mark a course which the user wishes to
complete first

E-Assessment

Take Assessment / quiz / test
Check the score of pre-assessment and
final assessment
See the badges earned
Receive Mentorship certification after
successful completion of course

E-Mapping Tool

Based on Google Maps
Recording other similar programmes to
support PWFOs
In the five countries of the consortium

E-Library

Tools
Tips for teaching mentees
Resources for Mentors

E-Community

Exchange of knowledge
Exchange of ideas between HEIs, NGOs,
CSOs etc.
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Access levels
Mentor (student)

Take a course
Check
the
score
of
preassessment and final assessment
Receive Feedback from supervisor
Discuss in a Forum
See the badges earned
Optional To-Do List
An indication on how much
content has been covered
Mark a course which you wish to
complete first

Supervisor (Academic)

View Enrolled Students
See how many Students have
completed the course
How many are still in the progress
of completing a course
How many have yet to start a
course
Give assignments
Create tests
See grades
Award Badges
Initiate a private discussion with a
student
Post a thread on a forum
Award Mentorships
Administrator – Full Access in all
levels of the Moodle platform

Platform Administrator

Manage registrations
Manage user roles
Create new courses
Upload content (e-Library, Courses,
etc.)

Mentee (People in need)

Request (post) a need
Search for offerings available
Make (book) a Reservation
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Help Desk
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The e-Help Desk will offer:

On-line support and communication with Mentees
Extra support and guidance to all users (students,
academics and mentees)
On-line support to people in need as a response to
home-based people or in case where SOCIAL
DISTANCING is imposed
A response in the recent need to distance-education,
e-learning and social distancing as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic.

The validation method to
become a Mentor
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The
validation
of the
Mentoring
training
course

Definition of the target group and classification
of the providing institution/faculty
Evaluation of course objectives, curriculum and
resources by professionally relevant experts
Guidance in the provision of sustainable quality
assurance in order to constantly revise and
improve the course
Certification (validation) of the educational
quality based on European standards (EQF, ESG)

The
validation
of the
Mentoring
training
course

Elements of course quality
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Clearly defined learning outcomes & objectives
Concept of the course enables the intended
achievement of its objectives
Student-centered approach
The neccessary organisational and resourcerelated requirements are met
Regular reviews of the course & involvement of
stakeholders

Conclusion
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How you can benefit from the MENTORme
Programme

•To enhance personal and professional

•To extend and develop their own

•To acquire new skills that are

new skills.

teaching of transversal competences

help to personal and professional

development through the acquisition of
•To gain practical experience during

their studies and soften the transition
to the working life.

•To better understand the meaning of

contributing to society and become
more civically engaged.

skills

particularly

in

the

effective

to students.

•To be able to promote student’s civic
engagement

through

effective

guidance and motivation practices
organized
actions.

within

the

University’s

targeted to their needs and that
development.
•To

become

active

To

establish

strong

society.

relationships

with

citizens

of

mentoring

young

motivated university students.

and
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